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s I write, the excellent news is coming
through that Exeter, Gloucester and
now Lydd have all recently introduced
RNAV GPS approaches in addition to the
one at Shoreham. This confirms the adage
‘the future has arrived’ as far as GA friendly
procedures are concerned. I am convinced
that they offer the simplest, the easiest and
the most consistently accurate help that we
pilots have received for a long, long time.
The age of GPS is truly here!
Previous writers in this magazine have
explored (and explained) the technicalities
involved in this development: my task is
more humble and simpler, to set out the
basic practicalities of flying a GPS approach.
Although I am using as my example a
short flight to Shoreham from Rochester
which I have flown many times, I also
draw on my experience of using RNAV
in the US. Like many PPL/IR Europe
members, my knowledge and experience
has been mainly learnt ‘hands on’ or in the
bar afterwards! I would appreciate feedback
from those more experienced. Because, for
most of us, including instructors, flying

RNAV in the UK is a new experience it
might be beneficial to take another pilot/
mentor/instructor with you (perhaps using
foggles) when you first fly one.

Required equipment, installation
and certification
The GPS must be one manufactured in
accordance with TSO/ETSO C129a etc. In
practical terms, equipment manufactured
by a reputable name should comply. The
basic requirements are that it is a fixed unit;
with a slaved CDI; has an upgradeable data
base; and is capable of receiver autonomous
integrity monitoring (RAIM).
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have just returned from this year’s European
tour of PPL/IR Europe, admirably organised
by Stephen and Judith Niechcial. We foregathered
in Prague and then went on to visit Budapest and
Sarmellek in Hungary, and Ljubljana in Slovenia,
before finishing up at Padua in Italy. An article
on the tour should appear in the next issue of
Instrument Pilot.
This is the fifth such tour. One of the original
key objectives was, and remains, to encourage
pilots, who may not otherwise want to embark on
longer distance trips on their own, to take part
in a collective outing where there is help with
flight planning and the other logistics involved.
Unfortunately we are not succeeding in this
objective: this year we had two new participants
in a group of ten and I would like to try and
understand what needs to be done to attract more
new participation so that future events can be
tailored accordingly. The weekend trip to Cognac
was very well subscribed – for whatever reason (!):
obviously, it is easier for members particularly with
younger families just to take a weekend out but in
practice this limits the destination to one not too
far from the UK. The nine day tour starting at the
beginning of one weekend and finishing at the end
of the next allows for more distant objectives with
a number of destinations. A possible compromise
may be to design a tour which can be left or
joined part way through so that members who can
only spare four or five days away can join in for
either part. For members without an instrument
rating who may wish to take part, a tour practical
under VFR may be arranged if there is sufficient
demand. Please e-mail wants and views on all this
to me at chairman@pplir.org. I will acknowledge
all contributions received.

Executive Committee in Prague
To coincide with the start of the European tour,
there was an Executive Committee meeting held
in Prague. I am very grateful to all members
who were able to come: technical hitches caused
problems to a couple of members who had hoped
to attend. Such meetings have in the past been
held in Europe but possibly not as far away from
our home bases as Prague. We were well looked
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after by our local member Max Leser
and spent a day deliberating a variety
of topics. Amongst these was the
proposed new EASA lighter theory PPL
instrument rating, including possible
means of conversion for FAA PPL IR
licence holders; European operation
of N registration aircraft from 2012
onwards; PRNAV standards and
means of compliance; and the proposed
decommissioning of a large number of
the UK’s VORs. There are few members
who will not be affected by one or more
of these topics and, as and when there is
specific news to report, this will appear
in Instrument Pilot, and be posted on
the forum.

Our website forum
One of the principal advantages of
PPL/IR Europe membership is access
to the forum. This is a huge and
dynamic knowledge base contributed
by members. There are few questions
posed that will not attract answers
either directly or by way of research into
older posts on the forum whether these
be in relation to aircraft, airports and
countries visited, operating procedures
or whatever. The convention that posts
are made in your real name rather than
a pseudonym helps to ensure for the
most part that - on what technically is
a private members’ forum, but in reality
may be more widely known - that the
quality of debate and information given
is better and more reliable than on some
other aviation fora. Please continue
to post whether it be a request for
information; giving information on any
form of aviation related topic; suggesting
a trip; merely putting forward an idea
for the Executive Committee to chew
on; or even comment on my Chairman’s
corner doodling.

Representing us and editing the
magazine
Reverting to Executive Committee
matters, Paul Draper has represented
PPL/IR Europe on a number on
important external aviation committees
and done much to enhance our
reputation with the regulatory
authorities. He said some time ago
that he would like to wind down his
commitments and David Earle, the
present editor of Instrument Pilot, has
agreed to step into Paul’s place as PPL/
IR Europe’s representative as soon as a
successor to him as editor emerges. The
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post is challenging and carries a seat on
the Executive Committee and we need
volunteers please. David will provide
mentoring on handover and while
previous experience of editorial work is
an advantage, it is not essential – David
himself had none at all. If you would
like more details of what is involved,
then please contact either David directly
at theeditor@pplir.org or myself. Age is
no barrier so long as the enthusiasm is
there.

Publications and software
While dealing with the written word,
may I commend to members Vasa
Babic’s recent publication RNAV
Training Manual. This is a complete
reference for pilots using GPS to fly
IFR published by Flyer Books. The few
copies then available were snapped up
at AeroExpo in June and now thanks
to member Ian Seager of Flyer, we
can offer the manual on advantageous
terms to members ordering through our
website. With GPS approaches at last
starting to become more numerous in
the UK and common in Europe, Vasa’s
book is an essential read. It includes how
these are designed and documented both
on the paper charts and in the Jeppesen
databases, as well as guidance on
necessary equipment and training. For
those members who aspire to P-RNAV
operations, guidance is also given on
the approval and training requirements
necessary.
From the written word to software,
many members will know of and
have used member Mike Flynn’s
FlightPlanPro program (http://www.
flightplanpro.eu/Home.html)to
generate IFR routes throughout Europe
acceptable to the Brussels computer.
Available for use on all common
operating systems, it can be loaded onto
a laptop and put into one’s flight bag
for use on the move. This much eases a
task which needed endless study of route
documentation only quite a short time
ago. Avbrief also have a test page for
validating routes (http://www.avbrief.
com/cgi-bin/fpl.cgi). I foresee the time
soon when from within one application,
a flight plan can be generated, tested
and filed; en route and terminal weather
obtained; and a plog and map printed
out, all within a matter of minutes, such
is the rate of progress. Where will we be
in ten years time?
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It’s membership
renewal time
PPL/IR Europe annual
membership runs from 1st January
to 31st December. To avoid our
Membership Administrator
being overwhelmed with renewal
requests over the Christmas
period, it would be most helpful
if you would please renew your
membership as soon as possible.
The easiest way to renew is via
the website www.pplir.org and
then select ‘Joining & member
services’ - where you can pay the
renewal fee of £60 securely via
SECPay. Alternatively, you can
send a cheque for £60, together
with your name, address and
membership number, to:
PPL/IR Europe, The Business
Centre, Llangarron, Ross-on-Wye,
Herefordshire HR9 6PG.
If you currently hold a
membership card (without photo)
but would prefer an aircrew
card (with photo), please email
a passport style photo, saved as
a .jpeg file to the Membership
Administrator. If you already
hold an aircrew card but the
photograph needs updating, please
email a current photo as above.
Again, if this could be done as
soon as possible, it would help us
enormously.
Your 2010 membership/aircrew
card will arrive by the end of
January, which is when your
current card expires.
If you have any questions
regarding your renewal, please
contact the Membership
Administrator at memsec@pplir.
org.
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Double GPS failure on same day
By Alan South

D

espite all its benefits, it is quite easy
to get the impression that GPS is the
work of the devil and woe betide anyone
foolish enough to entrust themselves to it.
I recall a visit to Point Sur light station off
the California coast and commenting to
the guide how GPS must be reducing the
need for lighthouses. The US coastguard
volunteer made it very clear that the sea
would be full of wrecks if we were to become
too reliant on such capricious technology. It’s
not just the UK CAA it seems.
For me, GPS has transformed my IFR
flying. I started with just a little yoke
mounted unit back in about 1996. The
monochrome moving map was about the
size of a large postage stamp, but still gave
a huge leap forward in terms of situational
awareness. The other big benefit is readout
of track. If you are flying the ILS into my
home base of Cambridge, the inbound track
is 232 degrees. If the ILS needles are centred,
but the GPS is telling you your track is 235
degrees, it’s time to turn 3 degrees left.
I am one of those many pilots who likes
GPS and relies on it. I also like to have
some redundancy, so I carry two entirely
independent systems. There is a Garmin
GNS430 IFR certified unit in the panel and
also a handheld Garmin 96c. Each GPS has
its own identical GA-56 antenna mounted
side by side on the roof. The handheld will
run for 40 hours on its own batteries not just
in the case of failure of the 430, but also to
provide backup in the case of total electrical
failure.

Little or no signal strength from
any satellite
So here’s my story of a double GPS failure
on the same day. We had been in Cannes as
a family for the last week of October. The
weather had been a mix of warm sun and
some scattered but heavy showers giving
quite high humidity. Fortunately, it was a
glorious autumn day for our trip back home
as it was going to be the longest flight I’d
ever done in one day with my then seven
year old daughter. To break the journey I
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had two back-to-back flight plans, with a
stop at Troyes. As always, there had been
a fair bit of work to prepare for a long
flight and I was keen to see this one go like
clockwork.
We all strapped in, I was given start
clearance and started the engines. Once I
started setting up the avionics, the INTEG
warning on the 430 would not go away as
usual. I wondered if this might be a receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
indication, but it was not. When I turned
to the satellite page there was little or no
signal strength from any satellite. I tried
recycling the unit, but no improvement.
The first thing that goes through my mind
at moments like these is an uncertainty over
whether I really had checked the NOTAMs
correctly. Was there some form of blocking
trial?
Mindful of my flight plan timing, I
connected up the handheld and it obtained
signals pretty quickly. I decided to launch
as I had a KNS80 to give me VOR/DME
based area navigation, with the handheld
as a cross check and to help if directed to
an obscure waypoint where it would take a
moment to get the VOR/DME co-ordinates
plotted.

The 430 had sprung into action
We departed and the initial in-flight
visibility was probably the best I have ever
seen in 20 years of flying. My estimate was
that there was a crystal clear 100 miles.
Because of forecast turbulence, we routed
along the coast and by the time we changed
to Marseilles, the 430 had sprung into
action.
As we turned up the Rhone valley, low
cloud started to cover the ground and most
of the time there was about 400ft overcast.
The 430 seemed to keep its lock and I was
cross checking the whole time with the
handheld and with RNAV. Somewhere up
through France the handheld fell off my
kneeboard and I was sure I saw it lose signal.
Both units were working fine as we flew a
procedural ILS into Troyes and stopped for
some fuel and to stretch our legs.
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Troyes was deserted and I was allowed
to leave the aircraft parked on the pumps
by some hangars. The weather remained
gloomy with 400ft overcast.

The 430 once again failed - the
handheld was not getting any
signals either!
When I started up for the final leg to
Cambridge, the 430 once again failed to
find enough signals to cancel the INTEG
warning. What got my attention even more
was that the handheld was not getting any
signals either! Given the total independence
of the handheld I busily tried to figure
out what was going on. I was starting to
wonder if there were one or two satellites
on maintenance and perhaps our particular
alignment meant there was some blocking
of the signals caused by the hangars. Again,
I reminded myself that I had read the
NOTAMs and done it quite carefully; but
perhaps somehow I had missed the critical
message.
The northerly procedural departure out
of Troyes is very simple, so I chose to launch
using VOR/DME area navigation. I fully
expected that both GPS units would spring
into life once I got airborne and out of the
shadow of the hangars. They didn’t. The
430 picked up one or two satellites, but
only with a very weak signal and not with a
strong enough fix to eliminate the INTEG
warning. There were a few moments where
the handheld picked up signal, but the
remainder of the flight home was done
with traditional VOR/DME based area
navigation.

Some form of common failure?
I have to say I was pretty confused by the
time I got home and started calling around
to get some idea as to what might have been
going on. All my instincts said this had to
be some form of common failure as two
independent failures on equipment that
is generally very reliable just didn’t seem
possible. I tried to find out if there had
been any satellite outages (there hadn’t) or
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if there was any precedent of interference by
having two GPS antenna in reasonably close
proximity on the same aircraft (there wasn’t).
Back at my home base the 430 was still
dead, luckily, and my engineer had a hunch
that it might be the antenna based on
past experience. I wasn’t convinced as the
installation was only seven years old and
had been done by a very reputable firm;
however, the test was simple as there were
two identical GA-56 antennae on the roof.
By swapping over connections we managed
to get an instant and positive indication that
the first antenna was indeed dead; that the
430 was working perfectly when connected
to the second antenna; and therefore that the
second antenna was working perfectly.

Antenna circuit board mildly
corroded
The GA-56 is an active antenna with a
circuit board in the little soap dish housing
and this one had become mildly corroded
causing a failure in part of the delicate RF
circuit. You can see from the pattern of
corrosion that moisture had been getting in
and causing corrosion that gradually worked
its way up to the circuit board. There is a
rubber gasket between the metal chassis of
the antenna and the plastic case; but it is not
secured well enough to be fully resistant to
moisture. The primary seal is therefore the
bead of silicone applied by the installer. My
supposition is that this seal somehow lost its
integrity.
I think it is quite a weak point for the
delicate antenna circuit board not to be
encapsulated. I wonder whether a week of
rain and humidity, interspersed with warm
sun in Cannes, finished off this antenna.
The aircraft was outside but with a cover and
the cover might just have made it worse this
time.
I didn’t get a chance to see if the silicone
seal was damaged. There’s a chance that
there was always a little void in the seal
though, as I’ve said, a reputable firm did
the installation. Another possibility is that
the seal was damaged when the aircraft
was resprayed in 2005. Equally, the seal
might have become unstuck by vibration or
differential expansion.
This failure is apparently not that
uncommon, which is why my avionics
engineer went straight for it. It is something
to look out for now that there are many
installations that will be over ten years old
although in the US the GA-56 is quite often
swapped out for a GA-35 to give WAAS
functionality. I don’t know if the newer GA35 has an encapsulated circuit. Interestingly,
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my co-owner had commented more than
once that ‘The 430 had seemed a bit slow to
find enough satellites; perhaps it was something
to do with where I was parked’. I think that
intermittent slow synchronising of satellites
might well be an early indicator of a failing
antenna. A new antenna fixed the problem.

model handheld in the range but connected
to a proper IFR certified roof-mounted
antenna. Perhaps the cost and installation
investment of a GA-56 is something you
would only do if coupled with a more
expensive GPS unit.

Use the handheld on every flight
So what about the handheld?
So what about the handheld, given its
antenna was working perfectly? The
problem is that whilst sorting out the 430,
the handheld system worked just fine. The
down lead from the antenna to the panel
was checked. The cable from the panel to
the handheld was checked on its own and
also by comparison with another cable.
Everything seemed to work fine in all
configurations and also when the various
cables were pulled and wiggled. This meant
I had the worst of all failures: an intermittent
failure.
Having checked the obvious causes I
hypothesised some more complex failure
modes. I thought there might be something
going on with the combination of the roof
antenna and the hand held. It was the lowest
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The GA-56 is an active antenna that requires
some DC power from the GPS unit via the
antenna cable. I wondered if the hand held
96c wasn’t able to deliver enough power
but was able to deliver some power, hence
intermittent performance. I also wondered
if there was any sensitivity to the length of
the down lead. I experimented with a GA-56
antenna and a multi-meter but didn’t really
get anything conclusive.
I phoned Garmin UK who were extremely
helpful. Their first response was ‘Good
question. No one has ever asked before and we
have no idea’. At least part of my hypothesis
was proving true. Garmin called back within
the hour having tested a 96c with a GA-56
on the roof of their building and with a very
long down lead. It performed perfectly.
P6►
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I was now at a bit of a loss. Normally, I like to work hard on
a problem and really bottom it out; however you can’t do this
if the system refuses to break. The only next step was to use
the handheld on every flight. In the end, and it took several
months, the fault emerged.

gCAP

Failure would only happen connected one way
around
It turned out to be the BNC-BNC cable used to connect the
handheld to the panel mounted antenna connector. If the
cable was connected a certain way around, and wiggled in a
certain way as would happen when moving the unit around
the cockpit, then all signal could be lost. This is the very same
cable that was bench tested and wiggled and pulled and the
cable that worked perfectly well most of the time. The cable
could be connected in two different ways and the failure
would only happen one way around. To be honest, the cable in
question was obviously not that good a quality; but I trusted
the bench tests and didn’t want to introduce speculative
changes given the goal was to get a positive identification
of the problem to deliver a reliable system. A replacement
and better quality cable was fitted and the unit has worked
perfectly ever since.
Given the redundancy of the KNS80, or a second 430/530,
it is worth remembering the purpose of the handheld is to
protect against the single point failure of the electrical system.
Whilst I was having some avionics work done, I had the
extra GPS antenna mounted on the roof. Fittingly, the new
GA-56 was used to plug the hole that had been used for the
old washing line ADF antenna. I also had an extra COM
antenna fitted on the belly and both antennae were terminated
with BNC connectors on the panel. Apart from the problem
described here, these antennae give excellent performance from
the handheld GPS and a handheld VHF transceiver. When
combined with some other avionics work that involved panel
and floor and headliner disruption, the additional labour cost
was small.

By Nick Gribble, Managing Director, gCAP Limited

F

lying instrument approach procedures need not be half the black
art that it is often made out to be. gCAP Limited exists to try to
demystify IFR flight and its initial foray into this is the production
of instrument approach plates which are specifically designed for
pilots flying Cat A aircraft.

Simplified plates
Back in 2003, instrument approach plates in general use were those
from Aerad and Jeppesen, the former being the most prevalent
amongst the Cat A community. I was a CAA helicopter flight
examiner at the time and noticed, unfortunately, that there were a
small but significant number of pilots who failed instrument rating
tests because they’d misinterpreted or misread something on the
plate. Out of curiosity I started tinkering with the design and in so
doing realised that it would be possible to remove a huge amount
of data that was not relevant to Cat A operations, leaving only
pertinent information behind. Six years later, gCAP Limited has
close to a thousand registered users and the system has proved very
popular, particularly within general aviation.

Online availability
Competitors’ plates are available routinely in paper format and
although some users have asked us to do the same, we’re sticking to
the original plan which was to offer plates only online. There are
two reasons for this. Firstly, that they’re accessible anywhere you can
get an Internet connection. I know of a pilot who, finding that the
folder in his aircraft had had some plates removed, used his phone
to download what he needed and flew the approach successfully
that way. And secondly, that they’re guaranteed to be up to date at
the time of download. Downloading plates prior to flight ensures
that you have them to hand and that they’re in date. They are
available in both .jpg and .pdf formats, the .pdf being considerably
clearer but requiring a plug-in that some browsers cannot support.
The plates are accepted by the CAA for initial instrument ratings
and are used by several flying schools.

So what did I learn from all this?
So what did I learn from all this? Firstly, just to be clear, I
remain convinced of the benefits and the reliability of GPS
systems; however, it does appear that GPS is sensitive to
antenna performance. If an otherwise reliable 430 gets slow
to lock then it might be an early sign of impending antenna
failure. Given the age of installations we might expect to see
more corrosion related antenna failures in the coming years
unless I was particularly unlucky with my seal.
Little handhelds like the 96c can power a rooftop antenna
and should lock on in a minute or so; however, if you are going
to have backup systems then use them enough to prove their
reliability and know how to operate them properly. I had pretty
much left mine in the seat pocket without really testing it or
even knowing how to use it.
Finally, KNS80 units are gaining a reputation as
paperweights but are a low cost way of getting some BRNAV
redundancy as the alternative would be a DME plus another
430/530. I’m not suggesting anyone should buy one for a fresh
install but it is worth thinking twice before scrapping
one.

Instrument Pilot

Licences
Whilst anyone can register as a user and see which plates are
available, only those with valid licences can actually download the
plates themselves. Two types of licence are on offer:
1. A ‘click’ licence: valid for 20 downloads and popular amongst
IMC rated pilots who fly instrument approaches only very
rarely; sometimes only for revalidation purposes. There is currently no expiry date for such licences.
2. A ‘full’ licence: valid for a year and allowing users to download
as many plates as they like within this period. This sort of
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approach plates
licence is more popular amongst flying schools and those who
fly more ‘serious’ IFR. It is anticipated that when more foreign
airfields are covered, such plates will be available only to full
licence holders.

On this plate you can see items which are generally exclusive to
gCAP:
1. The operational coverage of NDBs is shown in the NavAids
box;
2. The horizontal pattern contains no height information or
obstacle/airspace clutter;
3. The vertical pattern contains no direction information;
4. Safety altitudes are always in the same place;
5. Go-around instructions are simplified;
6. In the vertical pattern, only altitudes which are ‘not below’
heights are underlined;
7. Minimum RVR is shown separately for helicopters and aeroplanes;
8. Timing is made easy to calculate and shows speeds relevant to
Cat A aircraft.
P8►

Coverage
Currently, the database includes the ILS, NDB and VOR plates for
almost all of the UK’s civilian airfields and many of the military
ones, plus most of those in Ireland and a growing number in
northern France. SIDs and STARs are currently not provided,
although we’re working hard to address this, and the same is true
of GPS approaches. SRAs and PARs are not provided either since
there is nothing to show except the minima, and pilots can ask for
this information from ATC if required; in any case, it is anticipated
that flying an SRA or PAR will most probably be an unplanned
event. Localiser-only data is usually not provided except where there
is no full ILS procedure, the reason being that all airfields that have
an ILS also have a non-precision approach, and to include LOC
approaches is too much while the company is still expanding the list
of airfields served.
The list of available approaches is steadily increasing, however
users with current full licences are able to ask for specific airfields
to be produced and we endeavour to do this whenever possible. We
have in the past completed whole airfields within a day, but clearly
this depends largely upon workload and availability of the master
documents.

Email alerts
Getting plates just before you fly is not the traditional way of
doing things, and it’s taking some pilots some persuasion that
this is effective. We believe that it should be part of the planning
process to consider the approaches of destination and diversion, so
printing them off should be a routine task. Certainly it’s possible
to get diverted en-route, and for that reason some pilots prefer to
download all possible diversions, and this can take time. To make
this easier, gCAP sends an email to all full licence holders whenever
plates are updated, giving details of which have changed. This
enables full licence holders to download all of the plates that they
might ever need and to update their collection only when necessary,
rather than insert a stack of amendments every four weeks for
airfields that they never use.

Features of gCAP plates
The illustration shows a current plate for Newcastle NDB/DME 25;
please note that this was current at the time of writing but must not
be used for aviation purposes.
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Flying in an operations
based environment
Part 2 of 3
By Peter Bondar
Or, how operational procedures affect the safety margins which result in commercial air
operations being 100 times safer then normal general aviation

L

ast time we looked at the bureaucratic
gobbledygook surrounding an EU-OPS
based environment. Most of that, as far as
most people are concerned, is unnecessary
and superfluous bureaucracy and paper;
however let’s get to the practical aspects of an
operations based environment. What are we
trying to achieve with this approach? One
thing and one thing only…safety!

in theory, whether you complete the mission
is your call: in theory, if things start to go
Tango-India-Tango-Uniform-Papa you can
do a 180 and land at the nearest suitable
airfield. Nice theory. If you overlay all of
the above with the inescapable truth of
commercial air transport that is ‘I bought
a ticket and I want to get there’ then an
operations based environment is a life saver.

‘I bought a ticket and I want to get
there’

An operations based environment
builds in margins

As a person who has crossed the Rubicon
from gung-ho, devil may care flyer to boring
old fart, I feel I’m well qualified to explain
the logic. We as pilots feel that we know just
where our personal limits are as well as those
of our trusty aircraft; however there are two
issues we need to address.
Firstly, with all that knowledge, you are
in the perfect position to integrate all that
knowledge with the mission profile and as
a result predict a success/fail probability
with the attendant consequences; however,
generally your passengers are not! Secondly,

By defining, measuring and managing
everything that affects safety an operations
based environment builds in margins.
Current UK statistics suggest the same
aircraft type, flying in an operations
environment, is at least 200 times safer
in terms of fatalities per mile and at least
100 times less likely to have an AAIB type
accident (figures based on a 20 year analysis
of all AAIB incidents for Performance Class B
aircraft i.e. piston singles and twins under 5.7
tonnes). So let’s step through how we build
these margins.

Let’s take a simple landing. Let’s assume
your plane at MTOW lands in a ground
roll of 200 metres. When we check the
handbook or flight manual we see that the
landing distance over an imaginary 50ft
high hedge at the end of the runway, we
then find we need 400 metres. For an EUOPS landing we need to multiply this by
1.47 (the standard EU-OPS safety factor
for performance class B aircraft), so we are
now up to 588 metres. Let’s say we are on
wet grass, so we allow a minimum 1.1 factor
for each of those so now we are up to 711
metres. Now say we have a slight 5 knot
tail wind on the preferred runway - a quick
look at the manual reveals that once we
have multiplied the wind component by 1.5
we see landing over 50ft goes up from 400
metres to 490 metres so the landing distance
required is now 870 metres.
So on a good day in zero wind you reckon
you can land in 200 metres, now with a very
slight tail wind on slight damp grass we are
needing 870 metres! Now you can see why
public transport aircraft do not run off the
end of the runway very often!
Of course our friendly CAA has told the
airfield that their nice grass runway that is
1,000 metres long has slightly obstructed
approaches so they mark the landing
distance available as only good for 850
metres.
Whilst on a good day you would reckon
that on a 1,000 metre runway you could
land with 800 metres to spare, EU-OPS is
telling you that in the current conditions you
cannot land there! So a simple issue like a
single engine piston landing has become a bit
more complex.
P9►
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We’re occasionally asked why we’ve
removed so much data that’s on the AIP
originals. For example, we don’t show
the 10nm circle, obstacles or airspace
restrictions, and we show neither Cat
B, C, D, E or H data nor timings to
the missed approach point unless this
is necessary to fly the approach. The
reason for this is simple: the plates are
designed to be easy to use. The last thing
a pilot needs when flying an approach
to minima on a bumpy night with an
engine out is a plate that has so much
detail that it distracts from the primary
task - flying the aircraft. Our philosophy
is that a plate is simply a tool to help the
pilot get down, and anything that gets in
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the way of this is redundant. There is no
point, for example, in showing obstacles,
if flying the procedure as advertised then
pilots will be safe, if not doing so then
they should be above the safety altitude.

gCAP services
From time to time gCAP passes on
information to users if it’s deemed
relevant. Recent posts have included the
maximum speeds allowed by PANSOPS for Cat A aircraft for the various
legs of an approach. We also offer a free
advice service for users who are unsure
about any aspect of instrument flying,
this can be accessed using email, phone
or the online forum. Additionally, our
instrument approach procedure design
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service is expected to be available as soon
as the CAA permit third party designs.
This is currently scheduled for the first
quarter of 2010. Our specialisation is in
helicopter GNSS procedures but we are
capable of everything from a departure to
an ILS.
As regards the plates themselves, a
click licence for twenty plates costs only
£10.80 + VAT, and is thus cheap enough
to try out the system before you commit
to a full licence, so have a go and see
if you don’t agree that they’re the most
pilot-friendly plates available. If you
agree, tell a friend; if you don’t, tell us.
For more information go to www.gcap.
co.uk or contact us on 0845 054 2531.
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The pivotal aspect of the safety culture
This to me is the pivotal aspect of the safety culture: it makes the
worst case assumptions and accumulates them whereas you, as a
pilot, would trade various factors and end up with an averaged out
solution. An EU-OPS environment takes this attitude into all areas,
from flight planning through to take off through enroute to landing,
usually with two alternate airports.
Take fuel for example: I know many pilots who regularly fly and
land with say 30 minutes of fuel left. Well, under EU-OPS, we
take our fuel burn, multiply it by 1.05, and then add the fuel to fly
from the chosen airfield to the alternate, and still land with at least
45 minutes of fuel at normal cruise mode. And you must monitor
the fuel regularly so that you never get boxed into a corner. If the
predicted fuel left ever drops before 45 minutes you must reroute
and/or refuel to achieve the objective.
Of course, we all moan about training and in an EU-OPS
environment we train and check all the time. You need your
IFR/MEP revalidation of course. And every six months you
need to undergo a line check that involves flying a sector under
the supervision of a training captain to make sure you are doing
everything by the book. Any airfield that is ‘unusual’ or Category C
needs a personal visit by land or a sit-in with a previously qualified
pilot.



I

have discovered that there is such a thing as too much training.
I was offered the opportunity to fly a Cessna Conquest. This
aircraft is on the G register and, as a twin turboprop, requires a
type rating. If it had been on the N register there would be no type
rating but an insurance approved course would have been required.
Unsurprisingly, as it is the only aircraft of its type on the UK register,
no one here offers a course; however it is in the same ICAO type
group as the Cessna 406. These unpressurised twin caravan aircraft
are used for survey and coastal protection so training is available.
Hence for UK legality I would have to train on a different aircraft
type albeit one that had significant similarities to the Conquest.
Because of this – and reinforced by the feeling that turboprop flying
would stretch my capabilities - I decided to do the US insurance
course voluntarily. This was offered by a highly professional
organisation in California with huge Conquest experience and a
dedicated simulator.

The removal of pilot interpretation of the facts
The most profound aspect of an operations based environment is the
removal of pilot interpretation of the facts: if it says in the book you
can do something you can, if it says you cannot do something then
you cannot. Simple. So, if the ops manual says you need a copy of
the weather, NOTAMs, weight and balance, up to date charts, plog
etc then you need them all, complete and all up to date, there is no
concept of ‘it will do’. What you can and cannot do on an approach
is layered in excruciating detail, taking every nuance into account.
Our manuals have 130,000 words! It is amazing how most
things we need to decide are covered in these manuals, even more
surprising is that I wrote them and yet have forgotten more than I
can remember.
There are two opposing aspects of safety. There is the concept of
the 1 in 600 ‘dumb move’ end of town that is: if you do something
really stupid, you will have a 1 in 600 chance of it badly going
wrong. Some people do something stupid a few times and get away
with it, one day the 1 in 600 dice rolls and ‘Goodnight Vienna’.
Obviously you will not be in that part of the flying strata.
At the other end of the scale we have the relative subtleties of
probability versus risk versus exposure. For a pilot flying say 50 hours
a year, his exposure is relatively low, even if the risk is high, so only
10-20 people die each year whilst flying privately. For the CAA, with
millions of people flying, the risk has to be very low to avoid the
cumulative product of the three variables being significant.

An orgy of training lunacy
With immaculate timing, shortly before departure for California,
I was persuaded to look at a well priced Cessna 421. Somehow I
drifted into a purchase commitment... This aircraft was on the
N register. It shares pretty much the same airframe as the Conquest
but has geared piston engines. While I have a stand alone FAA CPL
instrument rating, my MEP IR is JAA. It seemed like the most
effective way to resolve this would be to take a twin IR upgrade in
the US. A school on the same Californian airfield had capacity so I
booked to train with them. I would also need an FAA high altitude
endorsement which the Conquest training organisation could
provide as well.
To round out this orgy of training lunacy, back in the UK I would
be required to do the high performance aircraft (HPA) theory
course, supposedly of 120 hours. Then I would be required to do the
theoretical and practical training associated with a UK twin turbine
type rating.

Pearls of wisdom rolled from their lips
A very safe and consistently deliverable environment

Everything started off well. The US training organisation was
absolutely the best I have ever experienced. It’s a small company
run by pilots with thousands of hours experience and a remarkable
willingness to work at ensuring you got things right. Each day
started with classroom work on aircraft systems with all visual aids
of the highest professional standard. There were actual examples
of most of the key parts of the engines and systems. Best of all this
was backed up by 10,000 hours of direct experience with a practical
approach and a complete absence of the arrogant ‘I say you need to
know it so you need to know it’ approach. Pearls of wisdom rolled

History has shown that an operations environment despite its
restrictions and detractors has resulted in a very safe and consistently
deliverable environment. When you take a friend or family member
on your next trip, please bear that in mind!
Part 3 of this article will review the effect of flying in a more structured
environment and what private pilots can learn from it.
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from their lips. ‘Always switch the pitot heat
on before going aft to use the relief tube’. The
knowledge that the tube’s heater is linked
to the pitot comes not from a book but the
experience of trying to retain the god like
captain image while rushing through the
passenger cabin with urine soaked trousers
after a frozen outflow blowback.
(I did idly wonder if considering the pressure
differential there was the potential either for a
penis enlargement business or, less satisfactorily,
being discovered in a state of undress in the
wreckage painfully clamped to a rubber tube.)

The sim training overall was
excellent
The simulator had motion but in this regard
was a little disappointing and I was not
sure that the motion represented a huge
step forward from a good FNPT 1. The
sim training overall was excellent and each
afternoon was a
struggle to cope
with increasing
workload. A
critical system
on this short
coupled aircraft
with high power
engines is the autofeather system.
It is considered a
no-go item. If the
auto-feather lights
fail to illuminate
on the take-off
run you abort.
On the last day
they warned me
beforehand of an
engine failure after take-off and switched off
the auto-feather system. I may have been a
little disappointed with the simulator motion
but as we rolled inverted on take off it did
its shaking, banging best to ram home the
lesson.
The high altitude endorsement involved
an emergency descent in the simulator and
some appropriate theoretical knowledge.
The most awkward part was learning to
get a quick donning oxygen mask on single
handed. This is a ‘blue leader to blue one,
bandits at angels five’ kind of arrangement
but with two rigid plastic rods which tension
the elastic. The idea is that it goes quickly
over the head and a pull forward releases
the rods so the mask snaps into place. A
couple of painful experiences with glasses
and headset flying across the cockpit left
me feeling that while great for co-pilot
amusement value this would never work in
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the real world. I have bought a small oxygen
cylinder with integral mask for my own
aircraft.

While I reported to the next school
This first week passed quickly and my wife
departed with friends to do the tourist thing
at Vegas while I reported to the next school.
What a contrast. Somewhat indifferent staff,
poky premises and a hard return to the fit in
or f*** off style of flight school management.
I must here admit my own guilt. I was
approaching this course expecting it to be
easy. I have over 2,000 hours and have held
a JAA twin IR for years. I had just passed
a twin turbine course. Obviously I was
going to impress. I had not registered that
this was one of the rare FAA flight schools
with its own examiner authority. They did
everything by the book and the book was
long and painful. A considerable depth
of technical and theoretical knowledge

was expected and tested. I had three oral
exams and the level of detail went down to
identifying individual micro switches on
the Seminole and demonstrating, from the
aircraft documents, compliance with every
airworthiness directive. The attitude was
pedantic. For example, and I quote, ‘Well
Jim, that was a clear explanation of minimum
control speed but what I want to hear are the
exact FAA words’.
First flight could be as early as 6am and
the last after dark. Any moment I did not
spend flying was spent studying. And I
really struggled with the flying. I could not
understand much of the busy ATC and
the local procedures were very unfamiliar.
I spent about three days feeling generally
aggrieved about all this. Eventually it
dawned on me that if I wanted a positive
outcome I needed to change my attitude and
forget about the multiple young instructors
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with confusingly differing teaching
methods. I will not bore the reader with a
complete account of my labours. Suffice it
to say it took me twelve hours hard flying
to pass. Along the way I had three stressful
stage tests and one flight test which was
deemed a partial but in any real terms was
an abject failure. The interesting key points
were the need to deliver VFR manoeuvres
such as 55 degree steep turns with minimal
tolerances. Only late in the day did I realise
that I had been flying in IFR mode with
gentle corrections and the only way to stay
within 50ft of target altitude in a steep turn
is to correct very vigorously as soon as a 20ft
deviation is perceived. Of course for a man
of my calibre the instrument work would
then be easy; but sadly that was not the case.

‘You got it, my very best vectors’
If anyone says that GPS approaches are a
doddle they might try doing them without
prior notice to
any one of three
airfields within
ten minutes
flying time of
each other. If you
don’t handle the
two Garmin 430s
correctly they
become confused
about what
the overloaded
pilot wants with
predictable result
that you can
be flying to the
correct waypoint
but as part of the
wrong procedure.
One pig of a procedure had five step downs
in quick succession. While they are charted
as ‘not below’ altitudes you can forget
stabilised approaches. The required standard
was minus zero plus 100ft so dive and drive
was the order of the day. To add to the fun,
the local ILS procedure was to vector you
onto the final approach track above the
glideslope and very close in. The aim was
to dive so as to intercept from below before
the final approach fix. Of course, the engine
failure was given at just this moment. A rate
of descent greater than 1,000ft a minute was
regarded as a fail, much less than 750 meant
you would never legally intercept. On the
final test I at last grasped that I was pilot in
command. I told SOCAL approach that I
was on a check flight and wanted vectors to
the final approach track two miles outside
the fix. Back came the cheerful reply ‘You got
it, my very best vectors’.
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Most of the 20 or so engine failures
were real
I have never been so relieved to have passed
a test and have never had a harder more
miserable week in all my 25 years flying.
Did I learn anything? Certainly. Was it in
proportion to the pain? Probably not. One
interesting instructional
technique worth a
mention is that most
of the 20 or so engine
failures were real.
The instructor would
generally sneak a hand
down and shut off the
fuel. It was considered
a fail if you did not
actually feather. No
touch drills. The brief
was that if you are not
required to shut down
then it’s the instructor’s
job to intercept the
feather or get it out
of feather. The stated
reason was that touch drills left pilots
unwilling to feather in real situations. I had
my doubts but in the end came to the view
that although this approach adds to training
risk the experience for the student is better.
Another interesting observation was that
the instructors were nervous about different
things. You could see their hands hovering
near the controls for crosswind landings that
I regarded as barely worthy of the name.
They did not do touch and go’s because they
had had one gear up incident. They were
fanatical about not going into the tiniest
wisp of cloud. I am not necessarily critical of
this: it is just interesting that risk perception
has as much to do with local myth and
legend as with rational assessment. Another
interesting technique I had not seen before
was in the minimum control speed demo.
The instructor without saying anything
slipped their foot under the rudder pedal to
reduce authority and hence generate a safer
higher minimum control speed. I was at
this stage pretty unsympathetic to the whole
process and it was satisfying to see out of
the corner of my eye the instructor wince as
I stamped with all my considerable weight
onto the appropriate rudder.

HPA is a stunning study in
irrelevance
Back in the UK the extended stay in the US
meant I had nothing like adequate time to
prepare for the HPA exams. This is a home
study course with marked assessments,
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then a crammer and a CAA approved exam
delivered at the training organisation. I
have nothing but praise for the instructors
at this UK school. They cared about their
subject and trod an honest course between
explaining questions where the language
was difficult without actually telling you
the answers. I passed the mock exam after

driven through hundreds of metres of decay
and dereliction there was a pedestrian gate
in a wire fence. The approved technique here
was to hang about come rain or shine and
beg for access from those few who had been
blessed with magic cards by the great yellow
jacket wearer in the sky. On about day six
I lost it. Some security minded soul was
unwilling to let me
through. I explained
that I had been stupid
enough to pay several
thousand pounds to
an organisation that
proved incapable of
providing me with
any means of reaching
their place of business.
If I had been a terrorist
and not a pilot would
I have been so f....g
stupid. He gave me a
sympathetic look, said
‘ fair enough mate’ and
opened the gate.

a desperate day and half of study in a local
B&B but failed the actual exam by one
mark. A further two days intensive learning
of facts left me with 90 odd percent on
the second try. I have to say that the HPA
is a stunning study in irrelevance. Apart
from my personal gripe - an ATPL holder
gets 100% credit whereas a CPL holder
i.e. me, gets none - the course content is
ludicrously inappropriate for the needs of
a PPL transitioning to a high performance
single. Still if the pub quiz ever asks for
the altitude performance characteristics
of a supercharger, a device which to my
knowledge has never been fitted to any
mainstream GA aircraft, I will be well
placed.

Memorise, to two decimal places

On about day six I lost it
Anyway the obstacle course still stretched
out before me and it was time for the UK
type rating ground school. It did not get
off to a good start. It was held at an airfield
where it appeared that feral portacabins had
been mating with gay abandon for decades.
While pleasant facilities had not been high
on the airfield’s agenda, security had. There
were no proper joining instructions and I
ended up having to talk my way through a
security gate. In the many days I spent at this
location no satisfactory means of penetrating
the supposed security emerged. Some days
there was a man on the gate, some days
there was not. Some days they waved you
through, some days they interrogated.
Having overcome this first hurdle and
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The type rating ground school proved
a worthy second best to the HPA in the
irrelevance contest even assuming you
intended flying the type on which it was
based. I was to fly a different type so
the irrelevance index went off the clock;
however, the impossibility of all this had
been addressed as the lecturer more or less
told you the questions by highlighting the
facts needed. And what facts. For example
you were expected to memorise, to two
decimal places, the forward and aft limits
of the C of G envelope of an aircraft you
would never fly and where Mr Cessna had
kindly provided a graph especially to avoid
the need for feats of memory. I had however
been cured of my bad attitude in the US.
I simply made up some 50 flash cards and
achieved a decent score. If you offered me
£1,000 to repeat any one of these numbers
now I would be unable to do so. There
was a separate test on the mysteries of the
load sheets of the organisation as applied to
an aircraft I would never fly and then the
usual numerical questions involving the
flight manual graphs and tables. Of course
the graphs are ancient, blurred by much
photocopying and largely irrelevant to GA
operations. The answers involve a degree
of accuracy unlikely to be consistently
achievable considering the state of the
input data. Hey, what’s new? If the QNH
is so vital to safety how come it is set on an
altimeter scale so tiny as to be barely visible?
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A stabilised approach is much more
important
One excellent development along this
rocky road had been an acceptance that
we could train on the actual aircraft we
wanted to fly. I was somewhat concerned
that the instructor had never before flown
the type. In the event he proved to be highly
experienced in general terms and this was
not a major factor. This was also true of the
examiner who was vastly experienced and,
while fulfilling the test criteria, managed
to make the test a learning experience.
As far as the flying goes the problems are
threefold. First, starting the engines is
frightening in that you have
heard all the stories of doing
£100,000 damage in ten seconds.
In reality hot starts are rare in
this de-rated version of the PT6.
Once you get the hang of the
process, while it will continue to
demand your full attention, it is
quite straightforward. The other
issues are interlinked and relate
to power, speed and weight.
When taxying there is too much
residual power so you need to
use beta or reverse thrust to keep
speeds reasonable. In the circuit
you can easily be doing 160
knots and things happen quite
quickly particularly when you are
mixing with much slower traffic.
The whole idea of a stabilised approach
is much more important in this class of
aircraft. The braking effect of bringing the
props back to idle is considerable. A quick
dive to lose an extra 50ft, or pulling back the
power to lose an excess 20 knots, is possible
but dangerous. It is not difficult to end up
being a brick without options 20ft above
the runway. Power settings are very variable
since the weight difference between full and
partial fuel loads is considerable. None of
this is that hard on its own but in the usual
flight training manner simple tasks build to
produce overload situations.

Do I feel qualified to fly either the
Conquest or the C421?
So after all this do I feel qualified to fly
either the Cessna Conquest or the Cessna
421? The answer has to be not really. The
Conquest belongs to someone else so there
is a greater duty of care. Ironically, it’s not
that well equipped from a navigation point
of view so considering the speed and the
need to be well ahead of the aircraft it is
quite demanding. If I was in it and the pilot
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dropped dead I would get it down without
damage but I would not dream of going
anywhere without having a safety pilot for at
least a couple of real world trips.
With regard to the C421 its mine so at
least I feel that operating procedures are
my own choice. Several efforts to schedule
a training session with Vasa Babic failed.
In the end I decided to go for it. I read the
manual a lot and did some circuits with a
local instructor acting as safety pilot and
second pair of eyes. I have now done two
or three short flights gradually building
familiarity with the various systems. The
heating is, for example, quite complicated
and hardly an optional extra at 25,000ft. A

ferry pilot who I know actually had frostbite
Arctic explorer style when his heater failed
on a long ferry. Pressurisation while simple
in principal needs to be taken seriously. On
one flight we had a minor systems failure
and decided at 5,000ft not to climb as
planned. Without thinking, I just assumed
it’s 5,000ft, no problem and depressurised.
Well, I can assure you that it is a problem
even at 5,000ft when the change happens in
a second or two, and I have sore ears to prove
it. While engine management in the C421 is
far more demanding than in the C425 it is
something I am quite familiar with although
the lack of an engine analyser is a serious
deficiency which I will soon rectify.
I have now done one long trip in each
aircraft. At one level of analysis you get
about 40 knots more speed from the same
airframe for about five times the capital
expenditure. Since the C421 has the geared
engines and is pressurised there is not that
much difference between the noise levels and
vibration. I need a lot more experience to
make firm judgements but I have to say that
the C421 seems a lot of aircraft for less than
the price of an upmarket single.
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The critical issue for both aircraft
has become insurance
Actually the critical issue for both aircraft
has become insurance. The Conquest was
insured without difficulty by the owner who
was relatively low time and indeed went
solo after only an hour or so in the actual
aircraft; however, now the requirement
has become 25 accompanied hours after
the type rating. Ironically as I now have a
type rating and already held a class rating
instructor qualification I am qualified (but
not competent) to instruct on the Conquest.
Hence I can be fully insured to sit with
a student pilot in the left seat but am not
insured to occupy the left
seat myself.
As regard the C421
the plan was to cross the
Atlantic and tour Brazil.
Atlantic insurance is only
available with a ferry pilot
unless you have done five
trips. US liability insurance
is almost unobtainable in
the UK but the ferry pilot is
covered for a defined route
and two days positioning
following the crossing. Late
in the day the insurers also
refused to provide hull cover
for Brazil. In order to get
cover of any kind in the
US from a US insurer it is
a prerequisite to do the dedicated one week
initial C421 insurance course. No credit
is offered for having just done the C425
course.
With the consolidation of the European
aviation insurance market both in terms of
brokers and underwriters it would seem that
getting insurance cover for long distance
touring is going to be increasingly difficult
in the future. I have managed after much
effort to obtain a satisfactory world wide
policy through a German company. It even
covers US liability. PPL/IR Europe will
continue to talk to the insurance industry to
see if broader geographic cover can be made
more readily available.
Note: I have not identified organisations
involved as this article is not necessarily
able to present a balanced picture. Also
other PPL/IR Europe members involved
at various stages have not been mentioned
so as to avoid implying that they agree
with my views. If anyone wants more
information they are welcome to contact me
at deputychairman@pplir.org.
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EUROSTUFF

By John Pickett

European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA)

I

AOPA report that a series of meetings have taken place between
the EC and EASA concerning how EASA is going to comply
with the EC demands for a change of direction. The EC has
apparently re-iterated that EASA should revert to ICAO Standards
and Recommended Practices and JAR rules. Sources say that EASA
will be instructed to put general aviation to the back of the queue
and concentrate on commercial air transportation and known safety
issues which need to be remedied.
Of particular interest was the IAOPA statement concerning the
establishment of a new instrument rating ‘with a vastly reduced
nonsense quotient in the theoretical knowledge.’ Patrick Goudou (EASA
Executive Director) is on record as saying that it was his intention
to ensure that there were no advantages in operating an aircraft on
the N register. IAOPA go on to say that ‘more than 50% of American
PPLs have an instrument rating compared to about 1% of PPLs in the
UK.’ It is reported that one of EASA’s basic objectives ‘is to get third
country operations out of Europe – particularly those on the N register.’

Wind information?
Whilst carrying out an ILS Approach would you prefer to be given,
by the Air Traffic Controller, the surface wind or the cross wind
component? The University of Cranfield has recently published a
paper suggesting that ICAO should adopt some military procedures
whereby ATC provide the cross wind component instead of the
instant wind. Members are requested to send their comments to the
writer at Aviaassist@aol.com.

GPS shutdown?
There is a lot of media coverage, some inaccurate, about the
apparent lack of investment in the American Global Positioning
System. Allegedly, the system is vulnerable to failure as early as
next year. Currently there are 31 satellites in orbit and, of those,
fifteen are in single failure mode. Colin Beatty, the Vice-President,
recently presented a document to the Royal Institute of Navigation
concerning GPS, Galileo and GLONASS.
‘One more failure of any of these [GPS] satellites and they are likely
to stop functioning correctly. This state of affairs and its ramifications
has been pretty well understood within the industry.’ You have been
warned!
Colin Beatty went on to say, about the Russian GLONASS GNSS
progress, ‘the system had seventeen operational satellites as of July 2009
and the promise of another six satellites by the end of 2009, this makes
GLONASS a fully operational system with worldwide 24/7 coverage.’

SIDs and level restrictions
When flying a published SID or STAR under ICAO procedures,
on receiving subsequent climb or descent instructions, aircraft shall
continue to follow the published vertical profile of the SID or STAR
unless the procedure is specifically cancelled by ATC.
In the UK the CAA has not implemented the ICAO changes and
therefore the UK is at variance with those published by ICAO. The
differences include that within UK airspace for all stages of flight
instructions to climb or descend cancel any previous restrictions or
levels unless they are re-iterated as part of that instruction. Therefore
within UK airspace, when a departing aircraft on a SID is cleared
to climb to a level or altitude higher than the initially cleared level,
the aircraft shall climb directly to the cleared level or altitude.
The horizontal profile of the SID should be followed unless ATC
instruct otherwise (see UK AIC yellow 48/2009 on procedures and
phraseology concerning level restrictions associated with Standard
Instrument Departures). ICAO has recently issued a letter to all
States requesting comment on their procedures. Further information
on this important safety issue can be found at www.caa.co.uk/
atsdocuments.

VAT/TVA on flight training in Europe
A movement has started to lobby MPs and MEPs concerning the
application of VAT to flight training. Throughout Europe the
application of VAT varies considerably. Some countries apply a
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zero percentage rate and in some other countries VAT on all flight
training is levied at 21%. Others give generous tax concessions to self
sponsored students who wish to become pilots whilst some countries
appear to consider that aviation is still a rich man’s sport and are not
giving any concessions whatsoever.
Meanwhile CEDEFOP, the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Trading, has entered the fray. They have
organized a one-day conference to be held on the 22nd September in
Brussels. The conference will provide new perspectives on how tax
incentives are being used by governments to promote education and
training.
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proposal is to increase the charges by 140% over the next four
years. Meanwhile it is proposed that the charges for modular courses
will remain the same without any increase over the next four years.
EASA has recently been instructed by the EC to change direction
and is charged with re-generating general aviation? Recent research
shows that the charges levied by the regulatory authorities of member
countries are outside the remit of EASA. So we have the situation
where EASA makes the laws and yet does not control the costs levied
by those who enforce them!

Is there any red port left?
The recognition of the colours of port and starboard navigation
lights has always been a requirement for a prospective pilot; however,
current research could lead to an increase in the number of colour
deficient pilots. ICAO and various regulatory authorities are
promoting new technology research with the aim of adopting ICAO
Standards and Recommended Practices. This will mean that some
aspiring pilots with a colour perception deficiency may be allowed to
fly and gain licences and ratings hitherto barred to them.

Refuelling in Greece

Transponder Mandatory Zones

For members flying into Greece the Hellenic CAA has announced a
radical change in the refuelling situation which it is hoped will help
to re-generate general aviation there. Only 8 of 42 Greek airports had
refuelling stations, all of which were operated by large oil companies.
Under new legislation it is now legal for all GA organisations, such
as flying schools and aero clubs, to open and operate their own
refuelling facilities. AOPA – Hellas reports that these new stations
will be able to offer both Mogas and Avgas at much cheaper prices. It
is anticipated that almost all Greek airports will have GA refuelling
capabilities before the end of 2010.

Yet another abbreviation for us to learn. TMZ = Transponder
Mandatory Zones. New TMZs became operational on 24th
September 2009 in the London Stansted area. The TMZs will
extend from ground level to the base of controlled airspace beneath
the Stansted Control Areas. The TMZs affect aircraft not fitted with
Mode S transponders (AIC yellow 076/2009).

Regulatory authorities – a level playing
field?

First bananas and Concorde, next
Galileo?

The choice of where to train for a professional licence or a PPL
instrument rating has recently achieved a new dimension. Not only
is it necessary to choose a training organisation with care but now
the country in which the training organization is regulated has a
considerable bearing on the costs involved. VAT/TVA on flight
training by EU countries is discussed elsewhere but the cost of the
application of safety oversight to operators, training organisations
and associated activities introduces another element of competition
amongst the regulatory authorities of EU countries.
In ‘JAA land’, some 41 countries subscribe to the same
requirements for training, operations and personnel licensing plus
numerous other aviation related activities. The application of charges
by the CAA of those countries varies considerably. In some countries
of Europe costs of providing oversight are funded by government;
however, in the UK every aspect of oversight must show a return on
capital employed. In simple terms this means a profit of 6% must
be made. In the UK the income from approval and oversight of
flying training organisations does not cover the costs involved and
consequently a ‘loss’ is made. Recent proposals are that every part
of the training and licensing process should be charged an amount
which gives a return of 6%.
In Ireland, the Irish Aviation Authority charge for the initial
approval of a Flying Training Organisation is 4,000 euros, whilst
the UK CAA proposes to charge £26,585 (over 31,000 euros) for an
FTO Approval involving integrated courses.
The charges for a skill test for the issue of an instrument rating
vary dramatically: the UK CAA proposed charge is 914 euros whilst
in Ireland the charge is 601 Euros! The net result, of course, is that
the charges made by any regulatory authority will be passed on to us,
the customer, by the FTO.
Over a period of eight years the writer was privileged to give
instruction for instrument ratings at one of the world’s top FTOs.
The quality of training at such an organisation was superb. The costs
involved in maintaining the quality were, and are, considerable. A
percentage of the costs are attributable to the approval and oversight
charges levied by the regulatory authority. It is reported that the
income arising from professional flying training organisation
approvals ‘under recovers cost and return of capital employed’. The
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Older readers will remember the bitter conflict between the US
and the UK concerning the UK subsidy of Caribbean bananas and
landing rights for Concorde in the US. Well, a new row is brewing
over Galileo. The US is concerned that the EC is putting equipment
manufacturers in the US at a commercial disadvantage.
The problem has arisen from the 2006 draft Galileo Open Service
Signal-in-Space Interface Control Document - the ICD for short
- which was intended to support the development of simulators and
receivers. The ICD provides information concerning standardisation
and research and development; however, the document prohibits the
commercial use of the data unless a licence is granted. This means
that a company may develop products and services but cannot sell
them until it obtains a licence. The intellectual property rights will
belong to the EC and it will distribute the ICD free of charge to
the world whilst maintaining a licensing system which will require
registration.
This is contrary to the GPS/Galileo agreement which requires a
‘non-discriminatory approach’ to trade in civil satellite navigation,
related equipment and services. It also provides for unrestricted
access to GPS and Galileo signals, and the information necessary to
develop the equipment and services.

EU harmonisation
JAR - FCL2 contains the JAR training requirements for helicopter
pilots including those for the instrument rating. The latest version of
this document is Amendment 6. 41 countries have signed up to the
JARs. 27 of these countries are members of the EU. Within the EU,
24 of those 27 have adopted Amendment 6 whilst three countries
have only adopted changes up to and including Amendment 3.
So the current situation is that we have differing requirements
dependent on where the training is conducted. The fundamental
concept of commonality across 41 countries of the European Civil
Aviation Conference and the 27 countries of the European
Union is looking frayed.
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Pilots’ talk
Compiled By David Bruford
General Aviation Safety Council (GASCo) seeks new Chief Executive

T

he current GASCo Chief Executive is retiring shortly at his own request and the Board wishes to appoint a
successor. Candidates for the appointment should have a wide general aviation background including both practical and administrative
responsibilities in an executive appointment. Experience as a professional and/or recreational pilot would be a considerable advantage. The
salary offered will be circa £40,000. A detailed job specification is posted on the GASCo website at www.GASCo.org.uk. An initial
application is required by email only, and should include a comprehensive CV highlighting relevant activities. It should be submitted by
1st November 2009 to: applications@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk.

Dates for your diary
Midweek, March 2010.
Works visit to Airbus, Filton
Airport

Hosted by senior Airbus avionics design
engineer, Max Bailey. Booking information
to follow, keep an eye on the PPL/IR Europe
website http://www.pplir.org under Events.

Saturday 10th April 2010.
AGM and Spring meeting

The PPL/IR Europe 2010 AGM and Spring
meeting will be held in the former terminal
departures lounge at Coventry Airport.
10:30 Arrivals and coffee
11:00 Seminar presentation 1 (speaker and
topic to follow)
12:15 Short presentation 2 (speaker and
topic to follow)
13:00 Buffet Lunch
13:45 Seminar presentation 3 (speaker and
topic to follow)
15:00 Afternoon tea/coffee
15:15 AGM
16:00 Departures
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A 33% reduction in landing fees for all
aircraft flying in to attend the meeting has
been agreed with the airport authority.
Avgas and Jet A1 will be available. Cost: £20
per head to cover lunch, refreshments and
room hire. For information and registration
contact Steve Dunnett meetings@pplir.
org. The Saturday AGM will be preceded
by a meeting of the Executive on the Friday
evening. Booking information to follow in
Instrument Pilot and on the web site.

May/June/July 2010. Weather
weekend
Executive member Andrew Lambert is
organizing a weekend fly out to France/
Belgium combining a one-day meeting on
IFR weather briefing (guest speaker Peter
Gibb, BBC weather presenter and ex-RAF)
and social outing. Booking information to
follow on the website http://www.pplir.org
under Events.

Registration of PLBs
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency and
MOD are attempting to consolidate the
UK beacon registration process. This will
encompass all 406 MHz beacon types. Until
this process is in place they recommend that
the current procedure of registering EPIRBS
and PLBs (for maritime use), with the UK
Distress and Security Beacon registry at
Falmouth and ELTs with the UKMCC at
Kinloss continues; however, pilots should
note that PLBs for general aviation should be
registered with BOTH organisations.
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AFPEx update
Improvements to the NATS
AFPEx online filing service
are on the way. Already the compulsory
Java download every time seems to have
been removed, making it much quicker
to use, even away from base using a slow
Internet connection. In the pipeline are
the removal of the pass phrase at log in;
better auto-addressing of flight plans; more
FAQs on common problems; and there is
a new training programme in draft form
available at http://www.myafpex.co.uk/
GATraining.htm.

Going Dutch not so attractive?
An English AOPA member has discovered
to his cost that new take off charges have
been imposed at some Dutch airports,
and he has been hit with a bill for €294.
The pilot visited Maastricht twice in his
Commander 114B, and on each occasion
paid landing and parking fees of some €60.
Later he received a bill from Eurocontrol
for two charges of €147 for taking off
from Maastricht. Consultation with
AOPA-Netherlands unearthed the fact
that Maastricht, Amsterdam, Groningen
and Rotterdam had all levied this charge.
AIP Netherlands Gen 4.2.1 sets out the
conditions for charges (taken from the July
2009 IAOPA newsletter.)
Ed: AOPA have now reported in their
magazine General Aviation that the charge was
incorrectly calculated and should have been
only €14.08 per take-off – and Eurocontrol
have since issued an invoice for €13.23 without
further explanation…
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More Dutch anomalies
Both the British and Dutch CAAs have
issued exemptions to general aviation from
an ICAO requirement to have a fixed ELT
in all aircraft, but the Dutch authorities are
now insisting that a British aircraft flying
into Dutch airspace must have a fixed
ELT. They say that while they have the
power to exempt their own aircraft from
the requirement, anything that crosses an
international FIR boundary must be subject
to ICAO rules, even if it comes from a
country which has also filed a difference
with ICAO on ELTs.
A group of touring aircraft were effectively
prevented from leaving the UK when the
situation came to light, but IAOPA managed
to secure an exemption for them from the
Dutch; however, their CAA says no more
exemptions will be issued.
AOPA-Netherlands is working to resolve
the situation, which given the number of
differences Holland has filed with ICAO,
would mean no Dutch aircraft would be able
to leave the Netherlands without complying
with all ICAO recommendations (also from
the July 2009 IAOPA newsletter.)

FAA maintains standard
instrument currency
requirements
FAA instrument-rated
pilots won’t need to
perform more tasks
to maintain their
currency. In its final
rule overhaul of
FAR Part 61, 91 and
141, the FAA decided
to maintain the existing
instrument currency requirements. The
FAA also extended the duration of student
pilot certificates and changed the definition
of cross-country. ‘The FAA made the right
decision in upholding the current instrument
currency standards’ said Robert Hackman,
AOPA senior director of regulatory affairs.
‘The time and cost burden of the proposed
changes would have outweighed any marginal
safety benefit, which the FAA did not
show would exist even with the additional
requirements.’ Under the new rule, pilots
may choose to complete the instrument
currency requirements in an aircraft and/or
through use of a flight simulator, fight
training device, or aviation training device.
The FAA changed the duration of student
pilot certificates to match the duration of a
third-class medical certificate. For student
pilots under 40, their student certificate will
now be valid for 60 calendar months, the
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same as their third-class medical. For those
over 40, the student certificate will remain
valid for 24 calendar months as it is now;
this time frame already coincides with the
24-calendar-month limit of a third-class
medical certificate for those over 40. ‘While
many student pilots do not realize there is a
difference between their student pilot certificate
and medical certificate because they are often
issued on the same piece of paper, this will help
prevent them from needing to get a new student
certificate if they are in training for more than
two years,’ said Hackman. Another change
to the regulations that should be of interest
to pilots is the change in the definition
of cross country listed in the aeronautical
experience regulations. The FAA changed
the definition in these regulations from
‘at least 50 nautical miles’ to ‘more than 50
nautical miles.’ While this change may seem
minor, one mile can make a big difference,
according to Hackman.
‘For many pilots, the cross country flight to
an airport is not a choice between an airport
that is 50 nm or 51 nm away,’ Bell said. ‘The
choice is between an airport that is 50, 75, or
100 miles from the departure airport. These
extra miles directly translate into additional
costs for the pilot and provide no additional
training benefit, as the skills required to fly 50
miles are the same needed to fly 75 miles.’ The
changes to FAR Part 61, 91, and 141 go into
effect on the 20th October 2009.

Look, see, HEAR & avoid!
An associate professor and graduate students
at the University of Kansas (KU) have
‘perfected’ a traffic sensing system that does
not rely on other aircraft having an active
counterpart and may be available for under
$10,000, according to a news release from
the University of Kansas. The release does
not state that the system has been flown but
that it has been tested ‘in small scale’ and
‘with a ground setup.’ In those tests, it tracked
vehicles that ranged in size ‘ from a full-size
helicopter to a model plane, with accuracy
of within less than 1 meter.’ That accuracy
held true at distances of more than six miles
(10km), according to KU. The system is
based on acoustic vector sensing, which has
long been used in underwater applications.
Ron Barrett-Gonzalez, associate Professor
of Aerospace Engineering at KU, along with
graduate students adapted the technology
for the flight environment after a Dutch
company, MicroFlown Technologies, failed
to do so, the release says. In the KU system,
information from sensors is fed to a cockpit
display ‘to provide pilots with accurate alerts’
and ‘urge evasive manoeuvres’ for collision
avoidance.
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MicroFlown Technologies developed
micro-electro-mechanical systems that used
acoustic vector sensors to cover the entire
audio range and is working to develop
systems to source the acoustic location
of hostile mortars, missiles and the like
to protect ground troops. By using four
such sensors, MicroFlown said it could
localise and track up to 30 sound sources.
Each source can be tracked in bearing and
elevation. KU’s adaptation of the technology
for airborne use now has in process an
application for a patent on its system.

EC threatens repair station
inspection retaliation
Europeans are ‘blowing smoke’ and ‘crying
wolf ’ said Jim Oberstar, Chairman of the
US Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, during the debate about
whether the Europeans would require
EASA-certified U.S. repair stations to
undergo inspections in response to the H.R.
915 FAA Reauthorization Act’s requirement
for biannual inspection of all foreign Part
145 certificate holders. It appears Oberstar
misjudged the situation as the European
Commission (EC) is indeed threatening
to require such inspections. H.R. 915 also
requires individuals employed at foreign
repair stations to be absorbed into the
Department of Transportation’s drug and
alcohol testing program. Both requirements
are counter to the Bilateral Aviation Safety
Agreement, according to the EC, which has
stated that if the House bill becomes law,
the safety agreement would cease to exist.
‘Section 303 of H.R. 915 isn’t about safety;
it’s about union jobs,’ Said Jason Dickstein,
general counsel for the Aviation Suppliers
Association. ‘If the EC retaliates, the real losers
will be U.S. companies because a lot of repair
work comes from other countries under EASA
certificates. The 1,233 EASA-certified repair
stations in the U.S. will be required to pay
EASA for all the costs of an audit. It would be
financially devastating.’

FAA to cease mailing
airworthiness directives
The FAA has announced that starting
1st March 2010, it will no longer mail
airworthiness directives (ADs) and special
airworthiness information bulletins (SAIBs)
for free. You will need to sign up for free
electronic versions or pay for a subscription
for biweekly paper ADs. ‘AOPA has been
working with the FAA for four years on the
transition from paper to electronic ADs and
SAIBs’ said Leisha Bell, AOPA director of
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aircraft and environmental affairs. ‘Our goal
is to ensure the transition goes smoothly and
that the FAA continues to mail paper copies
of emergency ADs.’ The free e-mail system,
called GovDelivery, was announced in 2007
and allows you to subscribe to all published
documents or only those pertaining to a
specific product make and model. The
service sends ADs and SAIBs to the e-mail
address of each affected subscriber within
minutes of publication. The FAA stopped
mailing paper ADs and SAIBs for transport
airplanes and engines on transport airplanes
in September 2007. Mailed paper ADs and
SAIBs for transport rotorcraft and rotorcraft
engines will end 1st October 2009; all other
rotorcraft and rotorcraft engines 1st January
2010; and all aircraft, engines, and propellers
1st March 2010.

Piston deliveries down 58%
Piston-powered airplane shipments totalled
434 units compared to 1,034 units delivered
in the first half of 2008, a 58% decrease.
Turboprop shipments decreased 13.6% from
221 units in the first six months last year to
191 units in 2009. Business jet shipments
totalled 412 units, a 37.9% decrease over the
663 units delivered during this same period
in 2008.
Second quarter shipments of airplanes
manufactured worldwide
2008 2009 Change
Pistons

1,034

434

-58.0%

Turboprops

221

191

-13.6%

Business Jets

663

412

-37.9%

Total
Shipments

1,918 1,037

-45.9%

Total Billings

11.99

-22.7%

9.26

European passenger traffic
down 9.6% during first half of
2009
European airports continue to feel the harsh
reality of the crisis, as the latest traffic figures
reveal an overall decline of nearly 10% in
passenger traffic during the first half of the
year. Freight, a bellwether of international
trade and economic performance, reported a
fall of 23.7% for the first half of the year.
These negative figures have translated
into sharply decreasing aeronautical and
commercial revenues. Coupled with
increasing capital costs stemming from the
financial nature of the crisis, airports are
facing their worst ever trading conditions.
ACI Europe maintains its traffic forecast for
the full year at 8% less passengers and 16%
less freight.
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Olivier Jankovec, Director General ACI
Europe commented ‘These figures speak
from themselves. More than 85% of European
airports are suffering falls in traffic so far
this year. Traffic recovery is not yet in sight,
although we may have hit the bottom.’
He added ‘However, there is still a great
deal of uncertainty. We don’t know yet when
the much-talked about ‘green shoots in the
economy’ will result in a return to growth in
aviation and we remain heavily exposed to
potential risks relating to H1N1 and future oil
price fluctuations.’
The overall passenger traffic at European
airports decreased by 7.6% in June 2009
compared with June 2008. The overall
freight traffic among European airports
decreased 20.1% in June 2009 when
compared with the corresponding month in
2008. The overall figure for movements at
European airports decreased 8.6% in June
2009 when compared with June 2008. The
accumulated figure for passenger traffic
January to June 2009 decreased by 9.6%
compared with the corresponding period
2008.
Airports welcoming more than 25 million
passengers per year (Group 1), airports
welcoming between 10 and 25 million
passengers (Group 2), airports welcoming
between 5 and 10 million passengers
(Group 3) and airports welcoming less than
5 million passengers per year (Group 4)
reported an average decrease of 7.4%, 8.2%,
6.5% and 8.0% respectively when compared
with June 2008. The same comparison of
June 2009 with June 2007 demonstrates an
average decrease of 6.3%, 7.9%, 4.8% and
3.4% respectively.

criteria. All three should be available in the
fourth quarter. Garmin also announced
new standard features on its year-old
G600 system, including synthetic-vision
technology; the GAD 43 autopilot attitude
reference adapter, which eliminates the need
for a separate gyro-mechanical attitude
direction indicator or remote vertical gyro;
and support for the GWX 68 weather radar
system. A TAWS-B-compliant system will
be offered for the G600 in the near future,
according to the company. Meanwhile,
Garmin delivered its 100,000th GNS
400/500-series navigator this year. The
integrated navcom/GPS/glideslope unit was
first announced in 1998 and is now installed
in half of all single and twin engine piston
and turboprop airplanes in the US, the
company said.

Self-healing wiring may be
future electrical standard

Garmin launches range of new
avionics

At EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Garmin
announced the new ADS-B enhanced GTS
800 and 820 traffic advisory systems and
GTS 850 TCAS. All three systems combine
ADS-B and radar targets using Garmin’s
Clear CAS technology. The GTS 800 offers
12-nm interrogation range and 40 Watts
of transmit power and retails for $9,995;
the GTS 820 ($19,995) and 850 ($23,495)
deliver 250 Watts and 40-nm range. The
850 will meet FAA TCAS I certification
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Self-healing wire technology, developed
as part of an FAA initiative to combat the
problems associated with aging aircraft,
has been licensed to Ohio-based Pinnacle
Systems–its first commercial licensee. As
part of a suite of research projects at the
University of Dayton Research Institute
(UDRI) aimed at eliminating the timeconsuming task of tracing wire faults, wire
that can repair its own insulation after it is
damaged was developed by research chemist
Robert Kauffman. He created a non-toxic,
water-based solution called PATCH (power
activated technology for coating and healing),
which contains a polymer - similar to
white craft glue - that can be embedded in
wiring insulation. When the wire suffers a
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◄P1
It must have been installed in accordance with either FAA AC 201380 or EASA AMC 20-5. In simple terms this means that it must
be visible to the pilot!
It must be certified for RNAV (GNSS) approach operations as
recorded in the flight manual and POH, stating any limitations.
Read the PPL/IR Europe forum for up-to-date discussion of whether
(and in what circumstances) this is a major or minor modification.
One limitation which some people forget is that all GPS drop out
above a certain point of latitude. (Ed: see Timothy Nathan’s article
on Polar Navigation in Instrument Pilot 68.) And for the Shoreham
GPS approach, one must have an independent ADF.

fault, its arcing electricity acts as a catalyst to trigger a chemical
reaction. The polymer then reacts with ambient moisture to form
a chemically bonded skin over the breached area. According to
the researchers, adding the healing properties should entail merely
dipping the wire in a bath of the solution and letting it dry before
adding the outside insulation. Pinnacle chief technology officer
Joseph D’Angelo said the company hopes eventually to be able to
produce the self-healing wire at a cost not much greater than that
of regular wire.

Enhanced vision for Caravans
There are few aircraft that work
in more diverse and often difficult
environments than the Cessna
Caravan and the option of an
enhanced vision system should be
welcome news to operators. One
Sky Aviation, of Anchorage, recently received supplementary
type certificate approval for installation of Forward Vision’s EVS
100 and 600 enhanced vision systems, which use a combination
of visible and infrared light to give a clear black-and-white image
of the outside world in darkness and increases visual range in
fog, smoke and precipitation. The supplemental type certificates
(STCs) on the Cessna 208 and 208B brings to 162 the number of
aircraft that can be equipped with the system. One Sky co-owner
Cary Foster said the Anchorage FAA worked in cooperation with
his firm to develop the STC. ‘As an STC developer, pilot, and longtime EVS operator, I can attest to the enhanced level of situational
awareness associated with the use of these products,’ Foster said. Max
Viz makes the infrared cameras and Forward Vision adapts them
for installation.

Previous study and qualifications
Before one can even start to fly a GPS approach one must be fully
conversant with two publications: CAP 773 Flying RNAV (GNSS)
Non-Precision Approaches in
Private and General Aviation
Aircraft and the GPS manual for
your equipment.

And of course you must hold a valid
and current instrument or IMC
rating.

Before pre-flight

Feedback on life jacket spray hoods

Obtain and study the appropriate GPS approach chart. These will
either be from your regular supplier e.g. Jeppesen, or can be printed
individually from the NATS website.
As always: check NOTAMs. For RNAV approaches: check
NANUs (Notices to Navstar User’s) at www.navcen.uscg.gov/ADO/
GpsActiveNanu.asp.

From Richard King
At the end of the article on Ditching (Instrument
Pilot No.74 July/August 2009), Jim Thorpe says
that he cannot find a way of attaching spray hoods
to lifejackets. If he looks at www.mailspeedmarine.
com/lifejackets/spray-hood-for-crewfits842297.
bhtml he will find a Crewsaver product. I have
just purchased two, for my wife and myself, and
they attach to the main harness of the lifejacket. It
seems to be a very satisfactory arrangement.

Recurrent IR training day offer

Professional Air Training Ltd in Bournemouth has previously
run recurrent training days for PPL/IR Europe members. This
has been done as a non-profit making exercise (£150 plus VAT
per person) and required a minimum of two people, preferably
four to six, to attend. If sufficient members are interested they are
more than willing to do it again with perhaps one on a Saturday
and one mid-week. Please email Linda Mollison (linda@pat.
uk.com) with your availability in October or December (but not
November), and they will come up with some proposed dates.

Instrument Pilot

Choose an alternate destination airport which does not depend
on GPS. Within at least 24 hours before flight check for RAIM at
http://augur.ecacnav.com/npa.html
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Pre-flight

Flying the initial approach fix

Check that the equipment has the current data base and check that
the CDI/GPS is accurate and responding as specified. Most pilots
I observe simply press the ‘OK’ button with such rapidity that they
cannot possibly register what has, or has not, appeared on the screen.
Load your flight plan. By doing
this first, when you switch to
‘Check RAIM at ETA’ the GPS
equipment already knows where
you are landing. All that is required
is that you set the arrival time so
that the machine can check RAIM
for ± 15 minutes.

From here to landing or missed approach, flying is simplicity itself.
Fly/do what it says on the screen/plate. It will anticipate your turns
(based on ground speed) and tell you when to turn! But remember:
with GPS, distance is ALWAYS to the next waypoint - NOT to
RUNWAY or to BEACON.
Know the difference between a fly-by waypoint and a fly-over
waypoint:

Departure and en-route
When within 30 miles of destination, this is an appropriate moment
to listen to ATIS. From this you can select RUNWAY in use and
appropriate GPS procedure with entry point. This is the picture we
have been waiting for all these years! Note the key letters: GPS.
‘G-XXXX at NITEN at 2,200ft’
‘G-XXXX, continue approach, report at final approach fix, centre
line established’

Flying to the intermediate and final approach fixes
Note how the GPS gives you gentle instructions e.g. ‘Next Turn
203°’ and ‘Turn 203°’. When so prompted, fly-by these waypoints
with a rate one turn.

Load but do not yet activate the procedure. Compare the
waypoints on GPS with those shown on the plate. The data base can
show more waypoints on the screen than the plate; but never less.
The plate remains the ultimate authority.

2 miles from the final approach fix (secretly!), the GPS re-checks
RAIM. Know the warning system for RAIM failure for your
machine! At this point the scale changes gradually to 0.3 mile - very
sensitive.

Contacting Approach
‘G-XXXX inbound with Information Delta, QNH 1009, request
RNAV Approach for runway 20 via NITEN’
‘G-XXXX cleared for
the RNAV Approach
for runway 20, report
NITEN’
As you have been
cleared you can now
activate (or arm) the
procedure (see Fig 1
on page 20.)
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In the UK (unlike the US) they have wisely changed the
terminology of the final approach fix to e.g. KA20F = Shoreham +
Runway 20 + FAF. Hopefully, this final check should mean no more
P 20 ►
wrong runways at the wrong airport!
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Flying the final approach fix to the
missed approach point

Hopefully, everything will work perfectly first time. You will not need a missed approach
but will arrive on course, at the right height. Here I am breaking cloud at 800ft for Runway
20 at Shoreham. Now ‘Is this down the centre line, or is this down the centre line?!’

‘G-XXXX at final approach fix, 2,200ft,
centre line established’
‘G-XXXX, cleared to land runway 20,
Wind 190 at 8 knots’
Begin descent - 7.87% gradient! BUT note
two step down fixes at 3.0 miles and 1.9
miles. Do not bust them!

My ten GPS commandments

At 1.9 miles descend to your minimum
decision altitude. Procedure allows 800ft but
remember an extra 200ft is recommended
for IMC rated pilots.

Missed approach procedure
The missed approach for RNAV runway
20 uses the NDB SHM and is a fly-over
waypoint (note the circle symbol in the
approach plate on page 1). You must at this
point be accurate.
On most GPS instruments (especially
those without Wide Area Augmentation
System or WAAS) auto-sequencing of
waypoints stops at the missed approach
point, with SUSPended showing. At
Shoreham this point is based on the beacon
SHM not the GPS.

1. Until we get WAAS, you must have an alternative means of navigation in the plane.
2. Always check (and know) whether the CDI is in GPS or VLOC mode.
3. Remember, in RNAV, the distance is always to the next waypoint not to the final destination.
4. Be familiar with your GPS manual so you know how to select, activate, load or revise a
flight plan and/or approach in the air.
5. Remember to activate the approach: loading is not enough.
6. Unless you are very sure, reject last minute runway changes by ATC. Ask for delaying
vectors whilst you re-programme your GPS.
7. Only descend to your MDA after the final approach fix. Do not be tempted to do so
when the scale changes to ‘0.3’ (remember this happens two miles before the FAF).
8. Remember that most GPS (especially those without WAAS) suspend at the missed
approach point.
9. Do not hit the OBS button too soon on the missed approach: it could encourage you to
turn when too low.
10. LOOK OUTSIDE - not always at the GPS!

Conclusion
I
I
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The exciting thing is GPS procedures are here now and they are the future.
All will have the same format (and most will be ‘T’ shaped).
RNAV approaches are already a more accurate non-precision approach than NDB or
VOR ones.
Once WAAS is available, that will provide precision approaches, equivalent to an ILS.
As in the US, they will eventually become the main form of procedure because of their
accuracy, simplicity, and lack of need for any ground equipment.
ANY field could have one! Over 50% of GPS approaches in the US are on non-radio
fields.
Fly the ones we already have - and then encourage your field to get one!

Do NOT fly the extended centre line. The
dashed line is for situational awareness, not
for flying.

Flying the hold
At Shoreham, the GPS will only show
situational awareness and not the holding
pattern as this must be flown using the
NDB, not the GPS. For runway 20 this is a
direct entry join.
When established in the hold, request a
further procedure - perhaps via BITLI - or
divert to the alternate.
You need to know how to select, load, and
activate an approach on the GPS easily. One
cannot read manuals whilst holding!
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